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WEDNESDAY
In the beauty of this gifted day
for service, I, Hatonn, come in
the service unto Creator who
has given us opportunity to
serve and grow. Dharma, God
is ORDER and The Creation is
automatic ORDER.
‘Tis Man
that manufactures disorder and
chaos.
Therefore, we work
within the orderly priorities of
need and it shall be fine. For
you readers, we are receiving
hundreds of pieces of mail with
inquiries,
confirmations
and
statements of “proof”. We feel
indebted and humble to receive
these warm, and sometimes
negative, responses from you
precious friends. We feel desire
to share and respond to EVERY
one and, yes, each topic is critical and urgent and merits entire
journals devoted to the various
subjects. Please be patient with
us for we are filling every
waking moment of your day
“time” at this work and it is impossible to do all the work.
Please note that I effort to respond to inquiries which are
very topical within the Journals
or Expresses for I find no other
manner in which to respond to
ALL. KNOW that every word,
every confirmation, every clipping is precious to us, studied
carefully and accepted with appreciation.
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This day I, too, am tom because
I have two topics so important
that I cannot choose which is
more important.
One being
gun/search/seizure enforcement
and the other the New Economics established by the Pope
within the “Rerum Novarum”
(translation: OF NEW i’7ZZNGS)
first placed into annual observance a century ago by Pope
Leo XIII in 1891. This year
bodes BAD NEWS for your
world and shows with “proof”
of the full intent toward Evil
One World Government and the
chosen Pope in place to pull it

So how does Hatonn choose a
subject?
I must look at all
facets of the material and see
WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT TO THE SAVING OF
YOUR
CONSTITUTION-AMERICA--FOR IT IS ALL
THAT HOLDS YOU FROM
THE BEAST’S SWALLOWING YOU FOR YOU ARE
ALREADY
NICELY
CHEWED AND ALL THAT
REMAINS IS THE SWALLOWING.
I must consider that which will
cause you to get up and act in
participation
for,
as truth
spreads across the nations, Man
WILL act for he longs agonizingly for God and brother. So I
shall speak of things regarding
gun control and how it has long
‘;
i
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been established to accomplish
the disarming process of youthe-people.
Why do I not simply tell you
where you can get the bits and
pieces of the puzzle and spare
all the readers all repetition and
ourselves weeks of work? Because Man will not move to the
libraries or books and references--you are not even finding
time to read the
has promised to make available
information as He deems it necessary and our job is to follow
through with whatever it requires to do so. What one person needs for awakening is perhaps a turnoff to another but it
ALL must be shared.
It was interesting to note ones
that came to the lecture at the
“UFO” conference on this past
weekend and swarmed about the
place. Some wore purple hair,
copper pyramids on their heads,
crystals on their necks and fingers; some sat lotus position to
receive and many listened in
awe at the declarations of misinformation regarding cattle mutilations and Reptilian, beings-and yet got up and walked from
the room when George spoke of
genetic replications. Where are
you, people? You even go to
the motion picture houses and
devour movies such as BLADE
RUNNER with Harrison Ford
and when truth washes all over
you like second skin--you walk
#3
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out and refuse to hear. So be it.
God has time--you do NOT!
When we speak of replicas it
would seem to me far easier to
understand their presence than
to admit that you have been so
completely deceived by a handful of men.
I also find it interesting that
ones refuse to listen and pronounce rejection and make astounding edicts about given
works while they, in turn,
KNOW NOTHING
WHATSOEVER ABOUT THE SUBJECT IN POINT. Further, you
believe and act accordingly to
something a man in a black robe
tells you from a pulpit lit with
candles and a cross hanging behind--especially if he tells you
something like ones from space
being evil and the
being evil. What you will find is
that great portions of the
are written DIRECTLY BY
GOD AND THE ONE YOU
CALL JESUS AS WELL AS
THE ONE CALLED “GRAND“GREAT
FATHER”
OR
SPIRIT”, BY THE INDIANS.
PEOPLE-OF-THEHOW,
WORLD, ARE YOU GOING
TO RECOGNIZE GOD WHEN
HE COMES? You had better
carefully ponder that point because you don’t have much
longer to wait for that event and
at this point--in my perception-a lot of you are going to turn
away and hide your face and
plug your ears. IT IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN THE WAY
YOU ARE TOLD BY THE
ELITE DECEIVERS--EVEN IF
THEY
BELIEVE
THEMSELVES TO BE TELLING
TRUTH. WOULDN’T IT BE
WISE TO CONSIDER SOME
ALTERNATIVE
INSTRUCTIONS AND THEN MAKE
DECISIONS? SO BE IT, TO
EACH HIS OWN.

GUN CONTROL
You have just witnessed the
House passing of the Brady Bill.
Most say, ” . . .well, for gosh
sakes, who and how could it
hurt to wait a week?” It is not
the waiting in point--it is the
registration preceding the wait
and the paper-work at time of
picking up the gun--keeping in
mind all the while that the
criminals ALREADY HAVE
GUNS AND THEY CERTAINLY ARE NOT REGISTERED NOR WILL THEY
EVER BE.

”

”

BILL OF RIGHTS
Let us interrupt herein to briefly
discuss your Bill of Rights.
Most of you don’t realize it and
couldn’t care less, but it is the
bicentennial year of those Bill of
Rights of your Constitution.
Walter E. Williams of
has summarized some things for your attention on
“:
1791,
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commitments of coalition and
check on her property--which is
indeed tremendous in quantity!
I think the best way to proceed
here is to allow some information already printed but having
almost no distribution
and
NONE in any of the Establishment media and/or press.

[Hatonn: Try defending
yourself for a traffic ticket
and see if they don’t demand
that you state your case--oh,
you think that cannot apply
here? Oh yes, brother, for
the fact that you have a
ticket--the only jurisdiction
under which you can be
tried--IS
“CRIMINAL”
AND WILL BE TRIED
UNDER
ADMIRALTY
LAW--NOT
CONSTITUTIONAL
COMMON
LAW.]

From: ON TARGET, Sept. 1,
1963:
“The report reproduced below
was sent by one of our regional
coordinators to the National
Headquarters. It has been verified completely as a bold new
plan for the ultimate confiscation of all privately owned guns.
It would seem fantastic except
for documented
detail and
photographic proof which we
will present in this and subsequent issues of ON TARGET.
“.

”

”

I suggest that if you feel this a
bit snippy that you consider
what Bush is saying to the Press
in honor of one, Queen Elizabeth of England. Does anyone
remember that you fought a War
of Independence at great, great
cost to America to establish an
Independent Nation? Did you
hear your own elected President
honor Britain as still producing
your BANKING, LAW AND
COMMERCE SYSTEMS? Did
you not hear him drooling over
the coalition for this “New
World Order”? Do you not realize that Queen Elizabeth is the
woman in your
wealthiest
WORLD? Did you not remember that Great Britain owns
more property and business in
America than any other nation
in the world--directly? The next
two owners, in order, are
Canada
and
Australia--both
British.
The lady makes no
bones about it--she is over in
America right this minute to
meet with leaders to bind this
One World Government, make
,‘;
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29, 1962.

1965.

“With utmost secrecy and nearly
#3

complete news-blackout a massive new program has been
launched to disarm all American
civilians, including state and local nolice, as a first step toward
control of the general population
by a Communist-Socialist dictatorship.
This new scheme includes such
ambitious treachery--and
the
support of such influential people--that it is always most incredible.
For this reason we
have spent over nine months in
documenting every detail of this
new threat before publishing the
facts. ”
Now try this one by John Englund:
“Still another disarmament plan-of which many are totally unaware--involves our right to
bear arms.
The Institute for
Arms Control and Peace held an
international arms control symposium in December of 1962. at
the Universitv of Michigan.
One of the planned projects
called for the systematic
.

The search is to be made

five
at
time, beginning
in the western part of the country.
and the entire civilian
population completely disarmed
to make easier the policing of
the United States
” Life-Line, Washington

C-May

12, 1964, No. 33.

on

insisted that disarmament was
the fixed purnose of Congress--

to believe a felony is in
progress, i.e. illegal possession
of an unregistered
assault
weanon. thev are not reuuired to
have a warrant to stop that
felony.

A: YES, generally.
This Depends on the circumstances, arrest is for possible felony and
police are generally within the
law when making a felony arrest
involving firearms if thev also
seize anv other firearms of the
defendant.
REGARDING HOUSE-TOHOUSE SEARCHES FOR
FIREARMS
FROM: AMERICAN
LENGE:

CHAL-

“President Kennedy,
in his
speech to the opening session of
the United Nations on September 25, 1961, proposed a plan
for the general and complete
disarmament
of the United
States. A few days later, State
Department Document 7277 was
made public, setting forth a
three-stage disarmament plan by
which
and
atomic missiles would be transferred to the UNITED NATIONS AND ALL DEFENSIVE WEAPONS AND MISSILES WOULD BE ABANDONED.
This proposal was
entitled:

“According to the enabling
provisions
of the Act, all
American
weapons can be
placed
This accounts
for the abandonment of some of
our most promising defense
missiles, and the planned destruction of our bomber fleet.
“WE ARE BEING DISARMED
BY OUR OWN GOVERNMENT
IN
PROGRESSIVE
STEPS:

The communications media--newspapers,
magazines, radio and television-are controlled by the “Invisible
Government”, mainly by the
Rockefellers and their stooges.
And the military men who could
and would tell us the truth have
been muzzled by the Govemment.
“At the same time there has
been a very active upsurge of
the “peace at
movements such as the
and particularly
the
organization, plus several
new ones, all with the same
purpose: namely,

Questions and Answers:
- Go
n Bulletin,
1991.

A: Probablv YES, it depends on
each particular case. If the police come to your home based

only ONE
DAY AFTER KENNEDY’S
DISARMAMENT
SPEECH
BEFORE THE UNITED NATIONS?

a

“As Senator John Tower of
Texas pointed out, we are by no
means living at present in ‘a
peaceful world ’. The proponents of the proposal, however,
->
4
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“The following is a synthesis of
an article in
November 22, 1963:
“There is no question about it-#3

both the United States and the
U.S.S.R. have agreed already,
and the United Nations has
made it official, that there shall
be
and that it
shall have ’ unrestricted access’.
So advanced is the plan for our
complete disarmament, which
even

head intellectuals bent on seeing
their countrv comnletelv disarmed.

that suggested Zonal Maps are
already produced which show
United Nations International
Disarmament Force Zonal Inspection Bases. [Hatonn: still
want to quarrel over why the
Russians might be working
within your police departments
this very day.3 Remember: the
United Nations police force and
military WILL BE HEADED
BY A SOVIET--IT IS IN THE
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER!]
“In order to have a World Government as it is planned by the
United Nations, it is first absolutely
necessary
to
have

Since not many
private citizens were armed in
the first place, this was an easy
task. But in the United States,
with its frontier tradition, its
National Rifle and Gun Clubs
and Sportsman’s Organizations,
a

a cautious approach and
a well-thought-out plan.
“We can get a fairly clear
understanding of the plan by

17
20, 1962. The University
of Michigan seems to be outstanding in the number of e

a
a
a
”

“The background of the persons
employed by the U.S. Arms
Disarmament
Control
and
Agency who are negotiating for
our national suicide, shows that
many are members of ROCKEFELLER’S
COUNCIL
ON
FOREIGN RELATIONS, THE
FORD
FOUNDATION,
ROCKEFELLER
AND
CARNEGIE
FOUNDATION,
PILGRIM SOCIETY, UNITED
WORLD
FEDERALISTS,
AND MANY, MANY OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS CITED BY
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
THE H.C.U.I.A.
OR THE
SENATE INTERNAL SECURITY SUB-COMMITTEE.
“This
Arms
and
Control
Disarmament Agency works in
close cooperation with the Department of State and the United
Nations. The Administration is
now (November, 1963) moving
at a rapid pace toward

Thank you, readers, for this
information came to me from
five different sources including
the original. I would, however,
like to commend and thank one
Bernadine Smith for staying
right on top of this. If you wish
to save your nation, get with it,
America. Bernadine Smith can
be reached at P.O. Box 1776,
Hanford, CA 93232 or go
though the
att: Meaves, 18310 Benington
Drive, Brookfield, WI 53045
for a lot of Bernadine Smith’s
material is published therein,
Or, get in touch with
also.
America West for further suggestions and directions.
How long is it now since 1960,
61-63? Three decades? How
much time do you believe you
have left? Every day is so precious that I cannot stress it
enough.
Now let me outlay a typical
syndicated article from the
George Will,
5/3/91:
,
GEORGE WILL,
THE SECOND
AMENDMENT
RIGHT TO
BEAR
ARMS
IS
LONG
OVERDUE FOR REPEAL:

*
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[Hatonn: Did anybody catch
this?
Yale Law Review?
Levinson?
18th Century
definition of “militia”? That
is the same time that ones
with sur-names such as
Levinson from the Khazarian Elite also established
“JEW”, Israel instead of israel, Zionist and other cute
WORLD
ONE
GOVERNMENT TERMS UNDER THE TALMUDIC
PROTOCOLS .]

200
”

”
,

”
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out what has been introduced
into your own state legislatures
to implement the concepts from
this symposium!
Where can
you get information regarding
this subject? Obtain the past 5
or 6 issues of the Wisconsin Report (address already given).

day. Thank you, chela. And
for my team--THANK YOU
FOR A FINE JOB ON THE
WEEK-END--WE
SHALL
“GET THERE” YET.
IN
LOVE AND RESPECT,
I
SALUTE YOU.
Hatonn to clear. Thank you.

200

I would like to further point out
that the same ones (groups) as
listed above have formed Educational organizations and population control groups to help solve
the problem of teenage pregnancies, etc.
NOW I JEST
NOT, HERE IS ONE OF THE
MAJOR ONES IN POINT:
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
ON ADOLESCENT
PREGNANCY AND PARENTING,
INC.
DEPOSITING SPERM.
Symposiums
have now been held in almost
all states since 1985 Perhaps
you should check’ into this
within your own state and find

I can’t help you, brothers, if
you continue to live in your
tubes of darkness and hide from
Truth. I am overwhelmed by
the magnitude of our task at
hand, also. But the first order
of action is to prevent any further tampering with the Constitution, allow no Constitutional
Convention to change anything
for they LIE TO YOU--THEY
WILL REMOVE THE TOTAL
CONSTITUTION
AND ENTER YOU TOTALLY UNDER
THE
UNITED
NATIONS
CHARTER--HOOK,
LINE
AND SINKER--AND I MEAN
“SUNK”. We can do it if we
work together and want to--can
it be done? Yes. Will it be
done? ??? It won’t be if all we
receive back is what one just
wrote: “I refuse to read another
word of the stuff you write for I
don’t believe you were one of
the groups who first contacted
Billy Meiers from Pleiades and
they made me feel good while
you make me feel filled with
unrest--cancel my subscription
and keep my name secret for my
protection and security.”
But
this beloved person put his address boldly on the envelope!
Well, some of the ones who
first contacted Billy Meier, i.e.
Asket, etc., are from DAL--not
Pleiades; secondly, Semjase is
in my Command and I certainly
had no need to contact Billy
Meier--my job is to do THIS.
Foolish games are going to cost
you dearly, friends, dearly indeed.
Dharma, you must have a
break, please. I need you out of
this location for a while this
1
.
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THURSDAY
INTRODUCTION
I come as a brother, Dharma-but most of all, I come as a
FRIEND for there can be no
I shall
higher brotherhood.
keep your confidence; I will
hold your hand whilst you
“choose” and I will love you--I
will NOT interfere NOR intervene without ultimate petition
and then permission, and I will
do nothing FOR you unless it be
to carry you when you are too
weary to go farther for this, in
turn, is that which the Father
does for ME! He has given
unto us wonders beyond description and the ability to
“create” from that which appears not to be--then He commands that WE act and choose
accordingly. I am Hatonn sent
to clear the path and bear one of
the lamps for safe passage.
I ask that this writing serve as
“Introduction” to the
in
conclusion currently. There remains such misperceptions of
which ones long to have clarity
and, yet, without a foundation
of knowledge of how it IS, there
can be no understanding.
The recent writings I and the
in conclusion deal with
some pretty difficult subjects to
coalesce into oneness for the
fragments need further amalgamation and merging.

#3

SPACE-MAN CONNEC;
TIONS
As most of you read this you
will ask, “Why haven’t you told
us THIS before?” Because we
are not playing metaphysical
games nor star tiddle-de-winks.
There is a manifested physical
dimension in which you are existing and functioning. You do
not know (or remember as the
case is) the universal laws for
you don’t even know the real
laws on your place. But it is
time to speak of some things
which will be difficult for some
of you for many take the words
coming forth in Truth, from
whatever source, and do very
well--until you plaster YOUR
name on the documents and
project some steadfast names
and dates. The training of a receiver is a long and tedious process and I offer no negative to
you who are receiving great and
wondrous things--I only ask you
to remember guidelines and beware--for the one who is evil
will be the first to contact and
contract with you. If you present a document to all the
brethren such as I have received
from several and name the
association to be of God--be
most careful for you are often
simply being used and will
greatly damage ones who do not
know otherwise and become the
laughing point of ones who do
KNOW OTHERWISE.
CLUES
I have one who has sent one of
the most beauteous documents I
have ever read and I feel the
growth within the being and the
truthful thrust of intent to serve.
Most ones simply do not know
HOW to disconnect from self
and, yet, what is wrong with
utilizing your own wondrous
gift of understanding and accept
responsibility for that which is
your own God within? I do not
know how to respond without

appearing to be offending and
my intent is anything but that
for I have a “live” and willing
participant and I frankly do not
wish to lose him to the egotistical path of Earth. *<Neithercan I
allow, with my own sanctions,
something to go forth which
bears errors and is supposedly
spoken by “God”.
There are things to watch for in
writing and receiving and guidelines
laid
forth
for
any
“speaker”-- so beware ones who
call themselves God, Aton,
Maitreya,
Christos,
Wakan
Tanka, Grandfather, etc. For
these ones bear great energy and
they don’t really care for errors
in pronouncements of their intent. Anything that limits God
or places sanctions or specifics
is usually not of God source. I
say “usually” for the “testing”
might well be laid forth in full
intent to trap the receiver and/or
Hatonn for allowing passage of
that which is not fully understood or laid forth. If it comes
not into my attention it is not of
my responsibility but this has
come directly to me for comment.
So, P.P., you have presented a
choice of 1. CHANGE YOUR
WAYS; 2. GET OFF THE
PLANET. I need go no further-for there are a myriad of
choices which include neither of
these two.
You write that God “prefers”
non-intervention--nay,
son, HE
DOES NOT INTERVENE unless on an individual basis with
petition from the individual.
God, as such, did NOT give the
documents you name (The
Declaration of Independence,
the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights), even though they were
inspired. Ask the native Indians
if THEY feel the documents
were from God! Ask the enslaved “blacks” who were conD‘>
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sidered a “half” a man unit.
They were guided and corrections made but still they carried forth errors even into your
Bill of Rights. They are, however, the only thing left which
can guide and secure freedom
while you clean up your act and
get back into some Grace with
Creator. God participated to the
extent MAN would allow of it.
Man is allowed to do that which
he will--but, he is also informed
that he shall most certainly reap
the reward of the harvest from
the crop he plants.
Then, you have made a most
simple error which would mean
naught except to your enemy
who redefined the term “israel”.
You have spelled that word with
a capital “I” which in the mere
grammatical sense indicates “a
place” and not a description.
You have gone on to clarify the
term but your adversary would
not overlook the error for you
pronounce it of God and God
has proclaimed that the israelites
of his people, are not the Zionists--“Jews” (who are not Jews
nor of Zion) who’ have stolen a
land from Palestine.
Next, you refer to the documents in point as “sacred”.
This is a strong term and might
well be acceptable for human
evaluation--God
DOES NOT
consider them sacred ’ in any
form. He considers the Laws of
Himself (God/as Creator) and of
The Creation to be sacred--those
UNTAMPERED
BY
things
MAN. You must understand-MAN NEEDED NO OTHER
LAWS THAN THOSE OF
GOD AND CREATION!
I wish to pick no further except
for one more detail. God does
not even give the moment of decision nor appearance unto crew
nor to the Son who leads the
pack. When it is said that “I
(God) say that if you don’t cease
negating life on this land or
#3

know, that as of July 4, 1991,
that those who choose to continue displeasing your landlord
will find them being evicted
without further notice or recourse. ”
I must speak out.
Why do I know that that is not
true? Because we counsel constantly and it is not given forth
as to specific times for that is
exactly that which pulls man
away from God’s speakers.
This a clue above all clues--if a
specific moment, day, etc., is
given--for with God there is NO
TIME AND NO SPACE. He
only projects generalities and
possibilities for at the moment
He would give specifics more
than “at this moment - -‘I the
brotherhood of evil would meet
and for that very day there
would be NOTHING evil take
place--so as to discount the
word of God. Neither do you
ones need a thousand speakers
(FOR) a Being--He only needs
one, actually--and
then He
needs many to spread the Truth.
AMERICA WEST
PARTICIPATION
Now, please understand why I
cannot allow the document you
have sent to send forth unto all
our people--as representative of
our word, to go forth. No, we
are most careful to, at this
point, not to allow the spacecraft logo of the Phoenix to be
given.
It varies from the
Phoenix Journal’s logo of which
we claim no particular copyright
for the Phoenix belongs to all.
Neither can it be sent forth in
AWP envelopes unless George
wishes to handle it as publication along with some other
books and things of which I do
not approve.
America West
Publishers is a “publisher” of
books of which a portion of
printing is our material--no
more and no less. Actually, this
is not truthful--we get “more”
by a great abundance but certainly those ones do not pro-

claim to speak (AS) only in
(behalf of) as they “perceive and
understand”--personal
opinion.
We always ask that any comment be thrust forth with that
statement always made: “In my
opinion, I think.. . ” My receiver/scribe
NOT
DOES
SPEAK “FOR” ME--I SPEAK
FOR ME! DO I ERR? YES,
FOR I TOO, AM INDEED
HUMAN AND SERVE A DIRECTED PURPOSE.
I DO
NOT SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE WELL AND OFTEN
MISCHOOSE WORDS AND
THEN, THERE ARE OFTEN
NO WORDS TO SUIT MY
REAL NEEDS.
THAT IS
WHY ONE MUST BE SO
CAREFUL TO NOT MISUSE
THE TERM “GOD” EXCEPT
AS PERTAINING TO SELF.
Please, P.P., accept this as intended--in
love
and
total
appreciation for you take action
and unless ones take action we
cannot change the plight facing
the Earth being nor serve our
mission well. I have to now
hold Dharma’ s hand for she
would like off the meat hook
and from under the spy-glass
and take the load, and no, it
can’t be so for we each have a
task and so be it. Does this
mean we “hog the show”? I
surely hope not for Truth is
Truth is Truth--and if it varies it
can be only through mechanical
error to be acceptable--the
CONCEPT
MUST
NEVER
ERR! So, what makes me correct and you possibly incorrect?
That is for readers to choose-but if nothing happens on July
4th, which causes great transition and “eviction”--guess who
is going to be “perceived” as
correct? So be it. Part of the
whole thrust is to come into balance with accepted ones so that
the scattering of input is narrowed into a source of accountability. At first it will be that
we appear to be correct more
often, and then as things unfold.
9
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-always! That, friends, is the
truth of the prophet--ALWAYS
correct, not just half the time or
a third the time.
ASTROLOGY
I have told you that the star
signs have great meaning but
not for “fortune-telling”.
How
can ones, let us say, who are a
particular star sign according to
the charts--be so similar or have
dominate traits. For many reasons, but it is not usually due to
something being in “a house” or
another . I did not say that it
cannot somehow be a tool but I
can assure you that we do not
utilize the stars for that purpose
of fortune-telling but even the
clues of the “signs” can give
you information. Let us take a
this is a symbol
“Scorpio”,
which can represent the highest
or the lowest--the soaring eagle
or the crawling lizard--perhaps
indicating
the opposites of
“God/Evil”, so you will have
personalities who seem to serve
one or the other with great passion being birthed into that cycle--but the planning goes on at
a greater level than you are
aware. This is simply example
for I certainly do not wish to get
astrological
forecasts-into
which by the way, are,very often correct--especially
if the
person giving the reading is
perceptive. However, the tool
itself is one to conclude
“control” and great leaders are
said to use the methods--TO
CAUSE YOU TO ALLOW
YOURSELF TO BE CONTROLLED
BY
THE
METHOD, i.e., it was alright
for Ronald Reagan--so it must
be OK. Then you unsuspecting
little people go forth to find
your seer and find that the trap
has been laid and you are
YOU WILL COME
trapped.
INTO KNOWLEDGE THAT
YOU WILL FIND NOTHING
YOU SEEK EXCEPT WITHIN
SELF--ONLY YOU WILL DE#3

CIDE HOW A THING WILL
BE AS RELATES TO YOU.
Evil “tempts” and pulls you
down--from the physical aspects
of all things outside self being
(energy/soul).
God “allows”
the experience--for HE HAS
CREATED YOU WITH THE
STRENGTH TO BE GODLY
AND HE ALLOWS
THE
JOURNEY
AND
EXPERIENCES TO HAPPEN AS YOU
DESIRE UNTIL YOU FIND
YOUR WAY FOR HE ALSO
GIVES YOU ABILITY OF
PERFECTION
BUT
YOU
WILL CLAIM THE PERFECTION
WITHIN
HIS
LAWS.
Each of you are doing of your
own sorting at this very moment. You are offered a platter
of truth, lies, and half-truths.
You are offered Godness, raptures, satanic experience, little
gray aliens, God’s hosts and on
and on--which do you choose?
God will
not
give
your
manifestation “PROOF” for you
are already given His wondrous
gift of “reason” and “choice”
and
therefore--YOU
WILL
DECIDE--IF
YOU DECIDE
THAT
AWAIT
A
YOU
“RAPTURE”
THE
CLOUDS--SO BET%
I will
not drag you aboard ‘my craft
and if you make it to the clouds-fine but the Law of Creation/Nature/Physics
cuts in
here somewhere--and the mere
act of rising to fluffy clouds defies that law--but you are free to
take that route if that is what
you wish to believe. You continue to deal with that which is
PHYSICAL.
DO WE DEAL WITHOUT
THE PHYSICAL?
No, in this transition we must
also deal with the changing of
the physical format into spiritual
“transition”, so we certainly
must deal with a human physical

body--but as you choose Truth
of the oneness fragment within
God you automatically become
more
spiritually-oriented--for
the physical desires are of the
flesh environment.
However,
many will be in the “transition”
of understanding and the physical being shall be handled accordingly so that you can continue your service. The facts
are that ones working with us,
for instance, cease--somewhere
along the line, to be concerned
with the physical.
I do not
mean that they cease to enjoy
that of the physical plane but the
intent is no longer focused on
that aspect.
Does Dharma
KNOW the
procedure? Yes, at some level
of understanding--but no better
than any one of you reading
who has accepted the Truth of
the presentations.
She accepts
that she shall be tended as
promised and that becomes sufficient. She knows that at some
point she will have full instructions and if she needs to
bring a computer so be it--but
she knows that we have larger
and better so why would she?
Those who tell you to pack an
overnight bag--why?
Do you
think us not capable of finding
you a change of clothing if you
get on board without clothes for
some reason? I shall be happy
to loan you my toothbrush if
you haven’t yours--we don’t use
such archaic items at any rate.
As long as you dwell mentally
within the totally physical you
are unable to grasp the wondrous magnitude of that which is
offered unto you. Evil adversary will bind you to the narrow
perception and things of naught
but physical for he knows you
will only look to the “proof” of
physical perception--yet he truly
offers you nothing more than
empty promises.
Oh, you like it the way it is?
40
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Fine. Will it stay the way it is
that you find so great? How
long? How old are you? Do
you have control over every aspect of your physical life? How
much freedom do you have--really? You make a bundle of
money today ? Can you be assured you will have the same tomorrow? How long is a physical life-span on average? How
much more time do you have?
How many have you witnessed
“NOT GOING”?
How many
have you witnessed “TARING
IT ALL WITH THEM”?
Wow, I
think that if I were you, I would
think carefully about this!

“.

God override the “laws of
nature”? Certainly, but I wish
just one person would give me
reasonable response as to WHY
HE WOULD? Have you ones
been so “good” that He would
do that? Oh, you crucified and
slew His Son and spilled his
blood
upon the Earth--SO
THAT WOULD PLEASE HIM
ENOUGH TO DEFY THE
CRELAWS
OF
ATION/NATURE/PHYSICS?
Oh, now I see--it is that you
bow down to ones who write
Earth laws and vote them in and
you bow down to those MEN
and so you are now “worthy”
for God to defy the Laws of
Creation? Then what DO YOU
MEAN? Oh, you tithed your
money? TO GOD CTR TO A
CHURCH WITH A PREACHER
MAN/WOMAN
OR
FOR THE BUILDING FUND?
WHAT DID YOU ACTUALLY
GIVE UNTO GOD? Did you
give it to share thine love with
God and His people, or did you
do it to please MEN with great

temples, etc. YOU are God’s
temple!
God is spiritual and
needs nor wants any of thine
foolish “things’‘--he will only
use them if they be returned in
appreciation for his own gifting.
Does he not want your contributions so that His Kingdom on
Earth might flourish? Indeed-but a “gift” means something
“given” and anything otherwise
is not a gift. Likewise, God
will only “give”, “offer” and the
“thing” or “gift” is NOT, unless
accepted. Neither can he accept
your gift unto him if it bears
strings which bind it to self for
it is not a gift, is it?
What of space men, Hosts and
adversaries.?
If there is one
there is the other for if you were
already perfection you would
not need any of this experience.
Well where are the lighted
space-men? All around! Why
don’t you see our ships? I don’t
know, not looking I suppose--or
perhaps your government covers-up the information.
Are there any lighted brotherhood craft inside the “SECRET”
bases? Of course. “Then why
don’t you stop that which goes
on in evil portent?” Why would
we--it is not our business--it is
YOUR business. Your adversary is given nothing which will
allow MAN into the outer cosmos with his evil tricks--Earth is
one of the planets whereon Satan was placed and you have allowed almost 100% corruption.
I don’t need your place and if
you are of God--neither do you.
Shan has evolved and the places
secured and wondrously beautiful--could it be you all expect
the wrong things?
Is your
world of species human worthy
of mass “rapture” into placement of radiance? No, I do not
judge any individual--however,
I do perceive dark ignorance
and refusal to turn away from
that which is totally physically-

oriented unto flesh sensitivities.
I know that God says there will
be no evil allowed within the
perfections of HIS places--and
there you have it. That does not
mean there is not placement in
safety for continuing joumey-but it DOES MEAN THAT
EVIL SHALL BE LEFT TO
THE PHYSICAL PLANE OR
LOWER PLANE OF EXPERIENCE. I CARE NOT THAT
WHICH YOU CHOOSE EXCEPT THAT I LOVE YOU AS
A PART OF MYSELF AND I
WOULD HAVE YOU IN JOY-BUT
I
HONOR
YOUR
CHOICES JUST AS DOES
CREATOR FOR IT IS NOT
MINE TO DO OTHERWISE.
We are there constantly in
meeting and reasoning with
leaders of your place.
They
certainly do not tell you of those
visits for they plan to terrify you
with “presence” of “aliens”. If
you knew not about IranGate
why think you that they would
tell you God is calling? THE
THEY WANT
YOU TO KNOW IS THAT
GOD IS CALLING.
Do some of the craft that come
and go from, say, Nellis field in
Area 51 come from our Command? Yes, and further, your
Elite bullies know they cannot
do a thing about it--but you see,
they also know we will not interfere for our commission is to
bring
Truth--THE
WORD.
Well, they too, are being given
the word first hand with demonstrations and they still plan to
fulfill PLAN 2000 according to
their own structuring. Oh yes,
at some point it will come to a
head--and probabilities are that
there will be a “very big bang”.
However, that must not be your
prime nor urgent concern--you
simply need recognize that God
is waiting and the Host’s are
about our work and in your
“space” and if YOU do YOUR
work in open awareness, you
1
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shall be able to reverse this evil
steam-roller.
If not, the children who continue to serve
God--shall be brought into
safety--it is that simple for we
have been sent to show you the
way and bring you home. I
care not to have anyone aboard
my craft who would rather be
elsewhere. This is simply the
last segment of “time” for
choosing.
I believe that I shall close this
portion at this point for I wish
to discuss this latter subject in
depth and I have not time segment herein.
KNOW that God does not move
away from His fragments--YOU
pull away from God. If you
choose to sever the cord with
God, you are making gross error but that, too, is your choice.
Man can perform in incredible
Godness within his physical
manifestations if he but will.
We are here to assist but we will
not do it FOR THEE! So be it.
The Creation shall continue into
infinity as will God--your journey is up to you. I do, however, suggest you start considering the fact that God will
NOT interfere with the journey
nor
the
CreLaws
of
ation/Nature/Physics.
needs
not do so to accomplish that
which He is about and you had
best be thinking very diligently
on these things for you are out
of time! Salu.
Gyeorgos C. Hatonn, Cmdr.
United Federation Fleet
Inter-Galactic Federation Command
***a****

END

THE -MASQUERADE
LET’S PLUCK THE
CUCKOO BIRD
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

TO ALL WHO WOULD HEAR
#3

GOD’S WORD IN THIS TIME
OF TOTAL MAS UERADE.
Qv LL OFF
IT IS TIME TO P
THE MASK ALONG WITH
THE
BLINDFOLDS
AND
THE TIME IS
EAR-PLUGS.
AT HAND TO GAIN TRUTH
AND INSIGHT AND TAKE
ACTION FOR YOUR WORLD
IS IN GRAVE DANGER.

disease and pestilence and corru tion. Often ones simply deci Be there is no God. which

That which is called the “AntiChrist” is at hand and has deceived most of the world. You

is offering

Our intent in these Journals is to
give you proof of that which we
reject--by documentation
of
Ristory, origins and other boring
But the inforinformation.
mation will get far less boring
as we move along, dear ones-and so, let us move along
rapidly.
I repeat again and a
%

just as it requires only the tin spark of
light to cause a pKace to no
longer be in darkness.
Hatonn includes the PROTOCOLS and also continues to
keep us current on world affairs.

For eons of time in your hismankind has experienced
to
an7 ‘existed in blindness about
his
Since the
time of the “FALL” from
“GRACE” of God, man ones
have continued to strugg fe with
what is “their” purpose, and
why is it so difficult to find and
ones, in their ignorance and
confusion
have asked themselves why GOD allows the
seemingly unending ruthless and
merciless inhumanity of man to
continue* why HE allows suffering of children and wars and

0

the

and wh
throu h our ift of free-wi r1
zFhf
dowe& the Anti-Christ
our temple of God.
You wi ry learn about what are
the
(errors)
committed by you and also
about the nature of YOUR
consequences and experiences
within this manifested physical
“illusion”.
And in addition, God is NOW,
within these *
forth the
written
m explicit detail with MANY
examples iven for YOUR careful consi cferation and recognition of Truth. Wh ? To let
there be
of
and
of humanity have lost your inner as
well as planetary
You ones have broken
Law set forth herein and have,
therefore, suffered the conseuences of
errors against
and a ainst
9;
each now 5l ave before you
back home
to s iritual wisdom, knowledii
and ruth which is
see? Will
hear?
E&yy&y&~~~
gG&
must and will
To wisely
make this choice:
learn vour lessons in Truth.
abide by the Laws and thus
your
within God’s
Kingdom
continue in the
darkness .of deception, ignorance and spiritual poverty
12

which will keep you bound in
the Anti-Christ s “illusion” of
separation.
cycle is about
The new cycle will
to
in the GLORY
and Celebration of cleansin
within and without of
fra ments
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